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Abstract: Using novel data, we provide the first panoramic view of U.S. Black movement protest events as reported in U.S. newswires between 1994 and 2010 and put our quantitative data into dialogue with qualitative accounts. Struggles during these years presaged the Black Lives protest waves of 2014 to 2016 and 2020. Protests increased after the 1995 Million Man March into 2001 but dropped abruptly after the 9/11 attacks. Collective action increased again at the end of the 2000s. Protests in response to police violence and other criminal-legal issues were major arenas of struggle and news coverage. Also common were issues of national identity including celebrations of Black history and Black solidarity, protests about Confederate symbols, and protests about White hate groups and hate crimes. Although Black people protested about a wide variety of issues, newswires focused disproportionately on incidents of police violence and perceived threats of Black violence. There is substantial continuity in issues, organizations, and activism between this earlier period and the Black Lives Movement of 2014 to 2020.
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Content warning: parts of this article describe incidents of police violence.

When the Black Lives Movement 1 (BLM) emerged in 2014, many popular discussions compared it with the Civil Rights Movement (CRM), implying there had been no Black movement since the 1960s. Even some academics skip over these decades in describing continuities between the Civil Rights and Black Lives eras (e.g., Francis and Wright-Rigueur 2021; Manchanda and Rossdale 2021; McKersie 2021; Nummi, Jennings and Feagin 2019), and there is relatively little scholarship on the Black movement around the turn of the millennium. We use unique, newly collected data on Black protest events from 1994 to 2010 to provide the first panoramic view of Black activism in this period. We describe both the “big” events and issues and the diversity of less newsworthy events and issues. Our agenda is unapologetically descriptive: the Black movement in this period is intrinsically interesting, and theorizing about the Black movement needs a stronger empirical base. Overall, we show that the Black movement was building in the late 1990s before being temporarily stalled by the 9/11 attacks and that Black mobilization of the 1990s and 2000s appears to presage the Black Lives Movement of 2014 and after.

People in the United States actively struggle over the collective memories of its racial history. As Fleming and Morris (2015) stress, memories of the past are relevant for current demands, as oppressed people seek to memorialize their suffering and struggle, whereas their opponents seek to downplay past conflicts. As we write, a political movement seeks to ban the teaching of the “critical race” idea that the
United States has racist foundations (Goldberg 2021; R. Ray and Gibbons 2021). The history of the Civil Rights era itself is contested, with the dominant White\textsuperscript{2} memory locating racial oppression safely in the past and celebrating Dr. King as a nonconfrontational teacher of color-blindness (Theoharis 2018), a sanitized view that has been deployed as a criticism of the Black Lives Movement (e.g., Jackson 2021). In this White-centric view, the Black Lives Matter protests of 2014 to 2016 and 2020 seem to be wholly new.

Scholars who call for “Black theorizing” of the Black movement similarly criticize an academic collective memory of the 1960s CRM that centers on the South and nonviolent protest. Bracey argues that “mainstream” treatments of the Black movement employ White-centric assimilationist assumptions, where integration is the only goal. In contrast, a critical race frame “facilitates goals ranging from separatism to complete integration and reparations” (2016:17). He argues that race riots, cultural movements, and separatist movements are all part of the Black movement. Similarly, Fleming and Morris say, “The major problem oppressed groups face is the lack of power” (2015:108) and argue that disempowered groups seek to alter their conditions through disruption but must overcome cultures of submission. This explains why “urban revolts and a nonviolent CRM ran along parallel tracks throughout the early and late 1960s with King and Malcolm X’s followers competing to direct the Black freedom struggle” (2015:111). Theoharis (2006) similarly stresses the integration of Southern and Northern struggles, local organizing, the broad diversity of ideologies, and the interrelation of nonviolent protest and insurrection.

Academic memories of the 1960s are directly linked to the broader critical race (D. Bell 1980; Randolph et al. 2019; V. Ray et al. 2017; Weddington 2019) questions: Did the CRM win permanent victories, or was it one moment in an ongoing history of struggle that continued after 1965? Was the BLM a new movement or a continuation? Were the decades between an interlude between movements, or was the movement continuous? More specifically, what happened in the 1990s and 2000s? To address these questions, we analyze mainstream White-dominant news sources. We treat these sources both as artifacts providing evidence about what happened and as texts actively constructing representations of events. We attend to the focus of the White gaze as we report which events received extensive coverage. We show that the newswires disproportionately focused on incidents of Black resistance to police violence and to incidents involving perceived threats of Black violence. This is consistent with the recent mainstream news media focus on anti-police protests and under-coverage of broader proactive Black activist agendas.

**Black Movement Abeyance and Continuity**

Black protests in the news declined after the victories of the CRM in the 1960s, as shown in Figure 1, calculated from the Dynamics of Collective Action (DCA) data on protests reported in the *New York Times* from 1960 to 1995 (Soule et al. n.d.). Amenta et al. (2009) draw the same conclusion about *New York Times* coverage of movement organizations from 1900 to 1995. The Black movement continued but was much less often featured in the news.
Protests declined as the tactical preferences of Black people changed. Especially after the murder of Dr. King in 1968, Black support for nonviolent protest declined in favor of either more militant actions or more institutional actions (Santoro and Fitzpatrick 2015). Black nationalist sentiments rose, partly captured by the rapid decline of “Negro” and rise of “Black” as the preferred racial group designation, accompanied by an emphasis on Black pride and Black culture. The Black Panthers and other Black Power activists initially advocated armed self-defense in addition to their community development programs, but by the mid-1970s were focusing on developing political and institutional power (J. Bell 2014; Bloom and Martin 2013; Johnson 2007). Black groups sought to build Black power in conventions of the 1970s (Johnson 2007), which fed into Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition campaigns and electoral activism in the 1980s (Jennings 2000; Lawson 2014). For their part, White politicians and movements pushed back against the gains of affirmative action and Black political empowerment from the 1970s on (Lawson 2014; Marable 2007; Musgrove 2012). Robnett (2020) documents how the NAACP and other Civil Rights organizations were undercut in the 1970s and 1980s by race-blind rhetoric that portrayed the battle for racial equality as won and attempts to advance Black agendas as unnecessary and even racist.
Although movements are often seen as dying when protest mobilization declines, social movement scholars draw on Verta Taylor (1989) and the concept of abeyance to discuss the ways movements maintain themselves in inhospitable political climates. “Second wave” feminism of the 1970s was connected to ongoing feminist traditions through these abeyance structures (Cullen and Fischer 2014; Nelson 2021; Rupp and Taylor 1987; Whittier 1997). Similarly, scholars have documented ongoing resistance by Black Americans prior to the burst of 1960s Civil Rights protests (Burke 2020; Felber 2020; Fujino and Harmachis 2020; Kelley 2010; Morris 1984; Nichter 2014, 2021; Stillerman 2020; Williams 2015) while recognizing the distinctiveness of each era (Cha-Jua and Lang 2007).

Documenting Black Activism in the 1990s and 2000s

Although the Civil Rights and Black Power eras are well-documented and there are many new studies of BLM protests and groups since 2014, there is a notable gap in quantitative studies of Black movement activity after the 1960s. DCA and other data that extend into the 1990s have been used to explain the decline of Black protest after the CRM (Jenkins, Jacobs, and Agnone 2003; McAdam 1982, 1983; McAdam et al. 2005) but not to describe what the Black movement did do after the 1960s. Rafail and colleagues compiled protest events in 20 local newspapers from 1996 to 2006 (Martin, Rafail, and McCarthy 2017; Rafail 2018), but no papers from this project so far address Black protests specifically.


Building on these qualitative accounts, we address the following questions: What issues and groups were visible in mainstream, White-dominant news? Which were not, or only vaguely referenced? Did these actions of the 1990s and 2000s connect with what came later? If so, how?

Data and Methods

We used a hybrid machine–human system to identify protests by Black people or about Black issues in articles from U.S. newswire sources (Associated Press
Worldstream, *New York Times, Los Angeles Times–Washington Post*) for 1994 to 2010 that are compiled in the Annotated English Gigaword database from the Linguistic Data Consortium. Details about our data collection methods are available in Oliver, Hanna, and Lim (2021). We created a data set that links each event to all the articles that mention the event and took several steps to check and correct the data. Our search terms emphasize protests and the overt mention of the words Black or African American. Consistent with Bracey (2016) and Fleming and Morris (2015), we used inclusive and expansive definitions of both protest and Black movement in identifying events to encompass everything that either involved the visible presence of African Americans or involved issues relevant to African Americans. Counter-protests and non-Black events linked to Black events were also recorded. Although we did not search directly for White supremacist events, we keep them in the data because many involved reactions by Black actors and they are relevant to ongoing racial contestation. Our methods explicitly recognize ambiguities in counting protests: protests are often fluid and evolving, multiple distinct actions by different groups are often parts of a larger whole, and news stories about events are often cryptic or ambiguous. For the descriptive purposes of this article, we focus on identifying important patterns and trends, not rigorous issues of counting, and conduct most analysis at the level of specific issue clusters, described below.

We believe that both people’s actions and how they are described in news media matter. We paint our descriptive picture in issue clusters, events, articles, and participants. We identified 432 issue clusters involving 1,342 events described in 1,210 articles involving between 4.6 and 13 million total participants. News coverage of events is highly skewed. Although 69 percent of the events were mentioned only once, four events were each mentioned in more than 40 news articles. The 14 most frequently mentioned events (one percent of the total) accounted for 17 percent of the news mentions of events while 16 percent of the events accounted for half of all news mention of events.

Reported counts of participants are notoriously vague or inaccurate and often contested. We present ranges of participant numbers, not point estimates, using all available information in the articles, including not only numerical estimates but also phrases such as “busloads of protesters” or “filled ten blocks,” vague indicators of size such as “a few” or “a crowd” or “thousands,” and contextual cues. The minimum size estimate is zero for future or threatened events that may not have happened.

We treat news media as active producers of meaning in interaction with the protest movements seeking media attention (Vliegenthart and Walgrave 2012) and draw on the extensive literature about how mainstream news media cover protests (see Brasted [2005] for a review). Journalists often use a protest paradigm that emphasizes social disorder, relies disproportionately on official sources, and invokes public opinion to portray protesters as deviant. We attend to the mutual relations between media and movements that lead to media attention cycles (Seguin 2016): activists intentionally seek to draw news coverage, and success in gaining news coverage can lead to more protest.
Specific Issue Clusters

We focus our analysis on what we call specific issue clusters. News articles describe protest events as being about specific issues, such as the New York police killing of Amadou Diallo, a proposed anti-begging ordinance in Atlanta, or accusations of discrimination by the Adams Mark hotel chain. A set of events about the same specific issue is a specific issue cluster. Events can logically belong to multiple specific issue clusters, but for this article we attribute each event only to its primary or overarching cluster. Although most specific issues are represented by only one event and covered by only one article, a few specific issues involve many events or participants or are covered in many articles.

Specific issue clusters with multiple events are often (but not always) the textual representations of what social movement scholars identify as campaigns or episodes. A campaign is a series of protests around the same issue, often intentionally planned by a group of activists, like the iconic Albany and Birmingham campaigns in the Civil Rights Movement (Morris 1984). An episode is an action–reaction sequence as protesters and their opponents or targets respond to each other’s actions (Franzosi 1999; Kriesi, Hutter, and Bojar 2019; McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly 2001; Wada 2004). A reader of a news story cannot necessarily identify the causal action–reaction relationships that define episodes nor the intentionality that often defines a campaign, but they can tell that the news stories described events as being about the same issue. The 21 most newsworthy clusters are listed in Table A1 of the online supplement and discussed below.

Results

We begin with an overview of the Black movement events we identified, including when they occurred, which actors and organizations appeared in newswire coverage of them, and what issues they addressed. We then narrate Black movement activities during this period as they appeared in the newswires. We discuss highly covered protests about police violence and large mobilizations such as the Million Man and related marches. Then, we describe struggles over White dominance, which include protests over Confederate flags, reparations, and affirmative action. Finally, we discuss the less well-covered coalitional and other issues in the data. Throughout, we put the newswires into dialogue with qualitative historical accounts.

Timing of the Protests

Figure 2 shows the monthly counts of events, articles, and participants from 1994 to 2010. The clearest pattern is the precipitous drop in protest events and articles after the 9/11 terror attacks, marked by the dashed vertical red line. The negative effect of 9/11 on the Black movement is mentioned by several sources (Fletcher and Rogers 2014; Marable 2007; K.-Y. Taylor 2016), although they give different explanations for it. Marable emphasizes heightened repression of all progressive and anti-war movements and stresses Black support for Muslims (about a quarter of whom in the United States were Black). Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor describes
the campaign against racial profiling losing steam with the shift toward profiling Muslims, which many Black people supported. Fletcher and Rogers put more emphasis on organizational disarray in the Black Radical Congress. Additionally, news media emphasis on the terror attacks would create a “news hole” effect (Oliver and Myers 1999; Oliver and Maney 2000), reducing news coverage of other things, including Black protests.

The participant graph is dominated by brief spikes in participation from occasional events with hundreds of thousands of participants that do not generally coincide with the peaks of events and articles. On this scale, events with thousands or even tens of thousands of participants look small, but the graph reinforces the point that raw numbers of participants are not the biggest factor driving news coverage. Numbers of articles and numbers of events track each other more closely.5 The months with large spikes in articles but smaller spikes in events track highly newsworthy events we discuss below, including the Million Man March and the Freddy’s arson-murder in 1995, the Diallo protests in 1999, the death of Rosa Parks and 50th anniversary of the Montgomery Bus Boycott in 2005, and the Jena 6 mobilization in 2007.

Events and news coverage come in bursts, but there are more protests and coverage before 9/11 than after, and some hint that there might have been a rising protest wave in 2000 and 2001 that was cut short. Events start increasing again from

---

5. Although articles and events do not always track each other closely, they do so more consistently than events and participants.
2005 to 2008, but at a lower level than before. There is no way of knowing whether the trend before 9/11 would have continued or accelerated into a movement takeoff or scale shift (McAdam et al. 2001:331). However, this temporal pattern is consistent with historical accounts. The Rodney King beating and the huge Los Angeles insurrection in 1992 evoked a great deal of public discussion of race and police brutality as well as a raft of social science articles. This case generated energy and anger among Black people and fed into the huge 1995 Million Man March, which inspired further action among many people. Several sources describe growing racial consciousness and the formation of new organizations as the 1990s progressed (Brewer 2003; Fletcher and Rogers 2014; Marable 2007; Musgrove 2019; K.-Y. Taylor 2016).

Figure 3 compares our event counts from the Black Protest Project with those in the DCA for Black issues or actors. Even though the methods and the sources are different, the figure suggests 2000 to 2001 had unusually high activity and was perhaps comparable to the early 1970s. Of course, this peak is far below the event counts observed from either the 1960s or 2014 to 2020 (Lu 2020; A. Robinson 2021).
Table 1: Number of events by issue groups and event types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue groups</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Anti-Black</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criminal-legal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police violence</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other criminal-legal</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>White issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confederate symbols</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirmative action</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White identity groups</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus issues</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local issues</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Black issues</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intergroup violence</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other issues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalition issues (e.g., welfare, immigration)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers (unions, discrimination)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political issues</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Black identity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History (commemorations, truth-telling)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidarity</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>1,342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Event Types and Issue Groups

Table 1 shows how we grouped specific issues into researcher-defined broader issue categories and the number of events in each, by event type. A Black event is one in which Black people are visible central actors or supporting Black people is the central issue. All issue clusters involve at least one Black event. An anti-Black event is either a counter-protest to a pro-Black event or an event centering White identity politics. Although we did not directly search for White supremacist events, they often appeared in our newswire searches. The “other” event type category is events that neither center nor oppose Black people or issues but have visible Black participation or were part of an issue cluster that included Black-centric events.

Figure 4 visualizes these same issue groups with the percentages of specific issue clusters, events, articles, and minimum participants. Several things stand out. First, the issue groups with large participant counts are different from those with large numbers of events or articles about them. Events with many participants concern Black solidarity, coalitional issues like abortion or welfare or gay rights, and events tied to politics. Second, the single largest category of issue for events and news articles is police violence, and other criminal-legal issues were also prominent. Confederate symbols, White identity groups, and intergroup violence also stand out. These issues are still on the table today. Issues involving proportionately fewer events, participants, or articles included history, workers’, and local issues. The broad categories “local” and “other” capture a diversity of specific issues for...
which no more specific category stood out. Table A2 in the online supplement gives a more detailed breakout of these issue groups. As we work through the issues Black people protested, we attend to whether those protests were reactive, that is, responding to a grievance and threatened loss created by the government or others, or proactive, that is, seeking to gain new advantages, where the protesters choose the terms of engagement (Shemtov 1999; Stone 2016).

**Big Names and Organizations**

We used keyword searches of the full texts of newswire articles to determine whether they mentioned names of Black or ally groups, or Black leaders identified in preliminary analysis as having been frequently mentioned, eliminating redundancies as appropriate. Table 2 summarizes the information about the activists and organizations named around multiple issue clusters. Consistent with Seguin (2016), only a few people and organizations dominate the news. The NAACP, Al Sharpton, and Jesse Jackson together account for 45 percent of event mentions, 41 percent of events, 41 percent of articles, and 33 percent of issue clusters. The other people or organizations listed in the table added another 14 percent to the totals of 59 percent for event mentions, 55 percent for events, 55 percent for articles, and 47 percent for issue clusters. Our preliminary analyses (Table A3 in the online...
Table 2: Percentages of event mentions, events, articles, clusters including name

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% event mentions</th>
<th>% events</th>
<th>% articles</th>
<th>% clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil Rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAACP</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Sharpton</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Jackson</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAACP or Sharpton or Jackson</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Christian Leadership Conference</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin Luther King III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coretta Scott King</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Parks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow/PUSH (no Jackson)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Chavis (no NAACP)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kweisi Mfume (no NAACP)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation of Islam and New Black Panther Party</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Farrakhan</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalid Abdul Muhammad</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malcolm Zulu Shabazz</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nation of Islam (no Farrakhan, Muhammad, or Shabazz)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Black Panther Party (no Muhammad or Shabazz)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Black ally groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Liberties Union (ACLU and affiliates)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Organization for Women</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amnesty International</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Racist Action</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any of the listed names or groups</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the listed names or groups</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>2,674</td>
<td>1,342</td>
<td>1,210</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

supplement) suggest that most of the “big names” were generalists associated with many issues, both organizing their own events and lending support to an issue organized by others. About two-thirds of the instances of mention of Al Sharpton involved events in New York; otherwise mentions were geographically dispersed. Rosa Parks and Coretta Scott King were mostly associated with historical commemorations, although Parks’ name was often invoked symbolically across a range of issues. Most of the coverage of Farrakhan centered on the Million Man March (discussed below).

The New Black Panther Party (NBPP) and its leaders Khalid Abdul Muhammad and Malik Zulu Shabazz may have received extra attention relative to their size because of perceived dangerousness. Muhammad and Shabazz began in the Nation of Islam but in the mid-1990s moved to the NBPP—founded in 1993 by Michael
McGee from Milwaukee—and “Islamified” it after 1996 (Musgrove 2019). Muhammad (who died in February 2001) gave anti-Semitic speeches and was condemned as a dangerous extremist by White authorities; much of his coverage centered on the Million Youth Marches (discussed below). Shabazz took leadership of the NBPP after Muhammad’s death. The NBPP and its leaders were mostly associated with issues of police violence and White supremacists.

The Biggest Stories: Policing and the Criminal-Legal System

Police violence and interpretations of disorder in response to police violence have long been central issues for Black protest (Abu-Lughod 2007; Baggetta and Myers 2021; Button 1978; Hinton 2021). Protests described as “riots” provoke more negative public responses than protests described as peaceful (Kilgo and Mourão 2021). An analysis of DCA data finds that greater use of force and arrest for Black protesters is largely because the police are more aggressive toward anti-police protesters (Reynolds-Stenson 2017).

The 1991 beating of Rodney King by four Los Angeles police officers and the 1992 failure to convict the officers even with video evidence was seen by many as evidence of the intractability of White supremacy and spurred much Black activism. Clinton’s 1994 anti-crime bill increased funding for police and prisons (Beckett 1997; Chambliss 1995). The widely discussed 1994-to-1995 O. J. Simpson case also affected Black and White discourses about race and policing (Cossack 1996; Grabe 2000), although no protests about it appear in our data.

In our newswire data, the 18 percent of specific issues that are about the criminal-legal system account for 30 percent of the events and 38 percent of the news articles, with specific incidents of police violence alone accounting for 20 percent of events and 25 percent of articles, but eight percent of issue clusters. Six large specific issue clusters (one percent) about incidents of police violence alone account for 13 percent of the events and 18 percent of the news articles in our corpus. These included four incidents in New York and one each in Cincinnati and Oakland. Protests about specific incidents of police violence are always initially reactive. In a few cases, activists became proactive in choosing the tactics and timing of their protests.

New York. Four New York incidents of police violence were addressed in 124 newswire stories, 10 percent of the total. This was a politicized context: overtly pro-police Republican Rudy Giuliani became mayor in 1994 after defeating Democrat David Dinkins, New York’s first Black mayor, who had angered police in attempting reforms. New York had been using aggressive policing of both protests and “broken windows” disorder since the 1980s (Rafail 2015).

The first incident was the brutal torture and rape of Abner Louima in 1997 by a police officer in a precinct bathroom. Twelve news stories covered protests before the officers involved were charged and events in 1999, after the officers convicted for watching the torture and not intervening won appeals. Although no one defended the torture, articles covered debates about whether this was an isolated incident or part of a broader pattern of police aggression and impunity that had been empowered by Giuliani.
The most eventful and newsworthy New York episode involved police officers shooting 40 rounds of bullets into Amadou Diallo in February 1999 as he stood on his front porch holding only a cell phone. A total of 76 news articles described the 62 events in this cluster. Although the initial protests were reactive, they quickly became planned and tactically proactive. Frequent protests in February were followed by daily ritualized blockades of the police station in March that involved the orchestrated arrests of public officials and celebrities. Articles emphasized politics and Giuliani’s refusal to meet with Black leaders. Periodic protests continued after the police were indicted, and there were more protests after the police were acquitted in January 2000.

Two additional New York police killings occurred in 2000 during the Diallo protests. Eleven articles described protests after the killing of Patrick Dorismond by undercover narcotics police after he angrily refused when they asked him to sell them drugs. Dueling accounts debated whether the brawling between police and protesters after his funeral was initiated by protesters or caused by police seeking to contain too many people within too small a space behind their barricades. The police killing of Malcolm Ferguson within a few weeks of the Dorismond killing received less coverage but was also discussed in the context of the Diallo case. Most of the victims of these police killings were immigrants, a fact stressed by Layne (2021) in discussing the importance of Black immigrants in the Black struggle. In the wake of the Diallo protests, there were protests and a hearing in Washington in 1999 to 2000 calling for addressing the issue of police violence more generally. These were mentioned in the newswires but did not get extensive coverage.

The last big New York police killing story (25 articles) occurred in 2006, when Sean Bell was killed the night before his wedding as undercover officers shot into his car. Protests, including a large march of 50,000 people, led to the officers being indicted. Extensive planned disruptive protests followed the officers’ acquittal in 2008, including coordinated simultaneous blockades of six New York bridges and tunnels.

Over time, the newswires came to treat Al Sharpton as the key player in these New York protests. He was mentioned in 58 percent of the stories about the Louima episode, 72 percent of the articles about the Diallo episode and 96 percent of the articles about the Bell episode. Past New York protests about police killings doubtless shaped the 2014 New York protests about the police killing of Eric Garner. Two weeks after Garner was killed, Sharpton visited Ferguson, Missouri, the day after a police officer killed Michael Brown.

**Cincinnati.** Just behind the Diallo episode with 73 news articles and 50 events was the “Cincinnati riot” story, which was repeatedly described in the newswires as the largest urban disturbance since Los Angeles in 1992. McDaniels-Wilson, Jeffries, and Upton (2012) insist it should be understood as an uprising against systems of oppression. In April 2001, a Cincinnati police officer fatally shot Timothy Thomas in the back as he was running away; Thomas had been stopped by police for petty violations but had committed no serious crimes. Two weeks before, the Cincinnati Black United Front and the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) had filed a lawsuit over violent and discriminatory policing in response to prior police killings and other incidents. After the Thomas killing, the NAACP joined
the lawsuit, and its settlement became intertwined with protests in news stories. Newswire stories about protests in the initial days were vague and confusing, with disorder being the main story. There were angry calls for accountability at the city council on the Monday after the killing and several protest marches. Newswire accounts suggested but never said directly that police were aggressively blocking peaceful protests and attacking non-rioters. A few stories described police shooting pellet-filled beanbags at people standing around peacefully after the victim’s funeral, but none cited any official comments about the incident. The Rev. Al Sharpton, NAACP president Kweisi Mfume, Martin Luther King III, Malik Zulu Shabazz and others from the New Black Panther Party, and representatives of the Nation of Islam all attended Thomas’s funeral, while Jesse Jackson was quoted from a phone interview. After the initial four days, protests continued along with community forums, meetings, and a call for a tourism boycott. Although a few protests were covered, newswire coverage emphasized city officials’ responses in the context of the “riot.” The lawsuit was finally settled in 2002. The results are often hailed as an example of positive police reform (MacDonald et al. 2007; Rothman 2006; Schatmeier 2012).

The Cincinnati Black United Front (CBUF) had sought to shift to a proactive mode with its lawsuit and alliance with the ACLU, but it lost control to other actors. Two accounts say officials ignored the CBUF in developing reforms (Hogan 2001; Hood 2020), and newswires mentioned the ACLU more often than the CBUF. McDaniels-Wilson et al. (2012) report ongoing grievances in a survey 10 years later, a claim also made by Hood (2020). There are several case studies of the news coverage of the Cincinnati events (Campbell et al. 2004; Lachlan et al. 2007; Steijns 2017) and of the effects of the uprising on policing (Shi 2009). Overall, media treatment of the Cincinnati uprising was a muted version of the response to the Los Angeles uprising and presaged some of the response to the Ferguson uprising of 2014.

Oakland. On New Year’s Day 2009, Oakland transit police officer Johannes Mehserle threw Oscar Grant to the ground, handcuffed him, shouted a racial epithet, and then shot him in the head. Bystanders video-recorded the killing on their cell phones, ushering in the era of video-recorded police murders. Protests were initially ignored by both the newswires and the authorities until a peaceful march turned into a riot, and then the riot became the story, along with the decision to indict the officer. In 2010, after Mehserle was found guilty of a lesser charge and given a light sentence, there was another round of community protests that were said to have turned into riots. The 24 newswire stories about the 16 events emphasized police efforts to control rioters and plans to prevent future rioting and gave no coherent account of peaceful protests. Other sources offer a different picture. In a series of contemporaneous blog posts, political scientist George Ciccariello-Maher (2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2010) says that peaceful protests by local groups were ineffective in getting the authorities to charge Mehserle, that much of the “rioting” was by White people from outside Oakland who could not be controlled by the local protesters, and that only the rioting got any attention. There is no evidence of a proactive turn in this episode, although Rios (2015) reports that some of the youth he studied in the Bay Area turned toward collective resistance after the killing of Oscar Grant.
Other cities. Newswires reported but gave much less coverage to an additional 40 episodes in 28 cities of protests about police violence, usually killings, accounting for seven percent of the events and articles. As several groups have made efforts to document police killings more systematically since 2014, it has become clear that there are many more police violence incidents and protests about them covered in local news that never make it into national news.

Other criminal-legal issues. There were many protests about other aspects of the criminal-legal system, including complaints about discriminatory policing or charging of Black people, failure to charge White people for hate crimes, and the death penalty. The biggest story was the Jena 6, covered in 65 articles. This episode began with White students hanging nooses on a tree at an integrated Jena, Louisiana, high school in September 2006 after Black youths sat under it. Initial protests about failure to punish the noose-hangers were not covered in the newswires; neither were the series of fights between Black and White students, nor the initial protests about charging six Black youths with attempted second-degree murder after they beat a White youth. ColorOfChange.org began organizing an online campaign in the summer of 2007 to draw attention to the over-charging issue. It organized a large march of 20,000 people in Jena for September plus solidarity protests in many cities around the country on the same day. The first newswire story appeared on July 31, after which it became a big media event, including claims that it was the new Civil Rights Movement. The Jena 6 mobilization was not the first sustained protest about over-charging in our data: in the fall of 1999, Jesse Jackson led a series of protests in Decatur, Illinois, about over-charging high school students after a fight at a school football game that were covered in 10 news stories.

In the wake of the Jena 6 mobilization, there was heightened coverage of noose-hanging incidents and protests about them, as well as protests calling for stronger penalties for noose-hangings and other symbolic hate crimes. We treat the 15 news stories about 15 incidents of nooses in the fall of 2007 as a different issue cluster from Jena 6, although several events referenced both issues. The call for strengthening penalties for hanging nooses and other symbolic hate crimes was a possible proactive turn.

Another criminal-legal issue involving 29 events and covered in 23 newswire articles was the ongoing campaign against the death penalty for Mumia Abu-Jamal, who had been sentenced to death in 1982 for killing a police officer, which Abu-Jamal said he did not do. These protests recurred periodically between 1994 and 2010 and included five pro-police counter-protests. Angela Davis mentions this as a major campaign (Davis 2016). Four other death penalty issues received less news coverage.

Apart from these more widely covered issue clusters, there were 29 other clusters around discriminatory policing or charging or the death penalty that got some mention. The ACLU and the NAACP were also building proactive campaigns against racial police profiling at the end of the 1990s, when the phrases “driving while Black” and “racial profiling” were common in discussions and academic publications. These campaigns involved research studies more than protests and mostly do not appear in our protest-centric data, although there were a few protests about discriminatory traffic stops and policing in general that received modest
newswire coverage. Although not covered by the newswires, both INCITE! and Critical Resistance were founded at the end of the 1990s and developed ideologies around the state violence and prison abolition that fed into the BLM.

Overall, the protests of 2014 to 2016 and after the 2020 killing of George Floyd, as well as the broader campaigns for police reform, defunding the police, and prison and police abolitionism, clearly built on a longstanding pool of grievance, patterns of protest, and organizing.

**Million Man March and Related Large Events**

The 1995 Million Man March was large, newsworthy (60 newswire articles), and important. Some call it the largest Civil Rights or Black movement event in U.S. history. It built on popular Black nationalist sentiments that increased after the 1992 acquittal of the police who beat Rodney King (Marable 2007; Musgrove 2019; West 1999). Called by Louis Farrakhan of the Nation of Islam, the march’s stated purpose was to call Black men to repentance and responsibility for families and communities, although Farrakhan’s speech also criticized a culture of White supremacy. It made no explicit demands on government or White people. Some Black Christians, feminists, and leftists opposed the march on ideological grounds, but a large majority of Black people supported it (Marable 2007; Musgrove 2019). Anticipatory coverage by mainstream (White) network television news shows included framings of threat or deviance (Watkins 2001). The march proved to be upbeat and celebratory. Rosa Parks spoke briefly, along with many other prominent Black people. There was a controversy at the time about estimates of the crowd size ranging from 400,000 to 1.1 million, with higher estimates being more likely. We categorize this as a Black solidarity issue and group it with other events whose purpose is to bring Black people together. All our historical sources and some of the newswire stories discuss how the March itself and the mobilization around it galvanized the Black movement. There were smaller events around the country on the first and second anniversaries of the big march. News wires covered anniversary events in many cities for the first few years and printed a few articles about instances of Black groups organizing for volunteering and civic development. Manning Marable and other Black radicals organized the Black Radical Congress (BRC) in response to the energy it generated and their dismay that Farrakhan’s conservative politics were at its center (Fletcher and Rogers 2014); newswires did not cover the BRC.

Two other large events followed and built on the “Million” theme and received significant newswire coverage. The 1997 Million Women March in Philadelphia, described in seven articles, was organized by two Black Philadelphia grassroots activists who centered concerns of poor Black women in a 12-point platform that addressed issues including education, imprisonment, drugs, and violence. Attendance estimates ranged from 300,000 to 1.5 million. West (1999) says the Million Woman March was a radical rejoinder that contributed to the momentum toward the Black Radical Congress. In these data, we group it in a cluster with other 1997 events commemorating the Million Man March. In March of 2000, the Million Moms March against gun violence, discussed in eight articles, attracted 300,000 to 750,000 attendees in the District of Columbia plus another 150,000 to 250,000 in
coordinated marches in other cities. It was organized by a White woman but had significant participation by Black women and contributed to an ongoing movement. We classified it as a coalition event.

Other “Million” themed events included the 2000 Million Family March, jointly sponsored by Louis Farrakhan and Rev. Moon of the Unification Church, which planned for 300,000 but may have been as small as 20,000; two articles mentioned it. The 2005 Millions More rally commemorating the 10th anniversary of the Million Man March was two months after Hurricane Katrina. It was attended by at least 350,000 people from a broad range of groups, listed many issues of concern, and was mentioned in six articles. Overall, the “Million” movement theme crested in 2000 and largely died down after 2001.

**When Violence and Confrontation Became the Story**

The 1998 New York Million Youth March organized by Khalid Muhammad was a big news story because it was repressed. The New York authorities viewed Muhammad as inherently dangerous and sought to block the event as a hate march in 1998 and again in 1999. In 1998, as the permitted time for the peaceful rally of about 6,000 attendees expired, 3,000 police officers in riot gear supported by helicopters attacked attendees to disperse them. From the podium, Muhammad urged the attendees to fight back, and a melee ensured. Giuliani claimed that the violence was exactly what he had predicted. Forty-two articles covered the New York Million Youth marches and the attempts to prevent them in 1998 and 1999, with coverage of the peaceful and smaller 1999 and 2000 marches referencing the 1998 events. A few of the articles also mentioned the separately organized peaceful 1998 Atlanta Million Youth March.

Coverage of several other issue clusters that we categorized as about Black solidarity also emphasized conflict or violence. Invitations to Khalid Muhammad were covered as controversies about his anti-Semitic statements. Black spring break festivals in Atlanta and Daytona Beach were covered as controversies about disruptions and policing problems. Other Black solidarity events lacking references to conflict or violence typically received only brief mention.

What we label the 125th Street cluster of 38 news stories centered on an arson-murder. In December 1995, an armed Black man entered Jewish-owned Freddy’s clothing store in Harlem, ordered Black customers to leave, then set the store on fire, killing himself and seven other people. The arsonist was revealed to have been among a handful of Black picketers, sometimes including Al Sharpton, who had for several weeks been protesting displacement of Black vendors. There was no newswire coverage of these picketers and only meager coverage of the issue before the murder. After the murder, there was an explosion of newswire stories linking the murder to 24 other events. Coverage debated the mayor’s charge that Al Sharpton was to blame and linked the murder discursively to other conflicts. The articles addressed multiple issues in a policy sense, but we grouped them into one cluster because they were discussed together and pegged to the arson-murder. Taken as a whole, the stories stressed the violent potential of economic conflicts

**Confederate Flags and Other Struggles over White Dominance**

White Southerners began to display Confederate flags in the 1960s in response to the Civil Rights Movement. In an earlier era, Confederate monument placement was associated with lynching of Black Americans (Henderson et al. 2021). Black activists proactively sought to remove Confederate symbols in the 1990s. These campaigns provoked White resistance and counter-protests and drew substantial attention from the newswires.

The largest issue cluster involves 61 articles about 33 events that concerned the 2000-to-2001 NAACP campaign to remove the Confederate flag from the South Carolina capitol building. Forty-six thousand people marched on Martin Luther King Day in 2000, the first time King Day was celebrated in all 50 states, and many news stories covered the big South Carolina protest in this context. The flag conflict lasted for years, including multiple protests and counter-protests and a tourism boycott. A mid-2001 compromise removing the flag from the capitol itself and placing it on the grounds in front of the capitol pleased neither side. Protests continued throughout the 2000s. In 2015, after White supremacist teen Dylann Roof murdered nine Black people in a historic Charleston church, the flag was physically removed by Black activist Bree Newsome and officially removed several weeks later.

Although the South Carolina struggle received most of the news coverage, there were also 13 stories about the Georgia flag issue in 2000 and 35 other articles about protests around other Confederate symbols, including Georgia and South Carolina flag struggles in other years. These conflicts were usually initiated by Black activists trying to get Confederate symbols banned or stigmatized. Attempts to remove Confederate symbols and White defense of the symbols came back into the mainstream news after President Trump’s inauguration in 2017 and were part of many 2020 protests. These struggles over symbols were and continue to be important to both sides of the struggle as they are about the very definition of the nation.

**History.** Most events about history in our data are commemorations or memorials of Martin Luther King, Jr., Rosa Parks, or major events in Civil Rights history. They both celebrate Black solidarity and are part of the struggle over the definition of nation. The newswires covered some White events opposing these memorials, including KKK rallies and blackface parties on King Day, as well as White supremacist counter-protests to truth-telling or reconciliation events.

The campaign to have King’s birthday declared a federal holiday began shortly after his death in 1968, was signed into law by President Reagan in 1983, and was first celebrated in 1986. The campaign to gain states’ recognition for the holiday involved tourism boycotts of some states, especially Arizona from 1987 to 1992. The newswires had a flurry of King Day coverage in 2000, the first year the holiday was celebrated in all 50 states. Rosa Parks died in late October 2005, shortly before the planned December 2005 celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Montgomery Bus
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Boycott. Many events in Washington, DC, Montgomery, and Detroit were part of Parks’s funeral, and many more events in early December memorialized both Parks and the boycott. All received significant news coverage.

Fleming and Morris (2015) stress the importance of commemorations as invoking the past to oppose present oppression and produce counter-memories and characterize the creation of the King holiday as a successful struggle. However, Theoharis (2018) argues that the campaign for the King holiday in the 1980s turned him into an icon of color-blindness. Despite initial opposition to the King holiday, President Reagan began quoting King to justify his opposition to affirmative action (New York Times 1986). Bruyneel (2014) describes similar conflicts over the depiction of King in the National Memorial unveiled in the National Mall in 2011. Theoharis also argues that President Bush’s order to have Rosa Parks lie in state in the Capitol Rotunda in October 2005 was a distraction only six weeks after the mismanagement of the Hurricane Katrina disaster.

A few small events in our data involved campaigns to tell the truth about history, often in the context of a process of reconciliation or asking for reparations for some specific local past harm. These received little newswire coverage, even when they encountered counter-protests. The campaign for reparations for the 1921 Tulsa Massacre was ongoing (Messer, Shriver, and Beamon 2018) but did not appear in our protest data. Our data also do not include the campaign to make Juneteenth, the commemoration of the end of slavery, a holiday, although that campaign began in the 1990s.

Black people campaigned for slavery reparations both in the United States and globally in the 1990s and early 2000s. The National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America (N’COBRA) was founded in 1987, and the NAACP named reparations a top priority in 2001 (Fleming and Morris 2015). Randall Robinson’s best-selling *The Debt* (2000) sparked public debates in the United States. International campaigns for reparations for slavery and colonialism built toward the United Nations conference on racism held in Durban, South Africa, in 2001. The only mention of these campaigns in our newswire data is two articles about a small rally and an associated lawsuit and media campaign in 2002. Most (nine) articles in our data about reparations were in one issue cluster: in early 2001, David Horowitz sought to place inflammatory anti-reparations ads in college newspapers, sparking student protests.

**Affirmative action.** Affirmative action is a struggle over interests and the meaning of history. The Black movement was put on the defensive by elite White pushback and the shift to color-blindness as early as the mid-1970s (Lawson 2014; Marable 2007; Robnett 2020). Beginning with the *Bakke* decision of 1978, there were persistent efforts to overturn early efforts to curb the effects of past discrimination with aggressive affirmative action efforts (Okechukwu 2019, 2020).

In California, there were three years of state actions and protests between 1995 and 1997, including abolition of “racial preferences” by the University of California Board of Regents in 1995, a court decision overturning the action, Proposition 209 outlawing affirmative action in 1996, and the ultimate action of the Board of Regents in 1997. Sixteen articles described 21 protest events involving somewhere between 17,000 and 84,000 people, including a few counter-protests. Articles described
coalitions between Black, women’s, and other liberal-left organizations seeking to preserve affirmative action, several large street protests with planned arrests for civil disobedience, and protests in and around the Board of Regents’ meetings. This struggle included an episode at Cal State Northridge in 1996 where Black and other minority students scheduled a debate about affirmative action between Civil Rights activist Joe Hicks and former KKK leader David Duke. Republicans went to court to try to block the event, claiming that it falsely implied that opposition to affirmative action was racist. Besides the debate and lawsuit, there were a Republican counter-protest, anti-Duke counter-protests by Bay Area Black activists, and counter-counter-protests by Black students supporting the debate.

In Florida, Governor Jeb Bush announced a plan to abolish affirmative action in public universities in January 2000. Two state legislators staged a sit-in in his office while other protesters gathered. In the next two months, before the legislature enacted the proposal, there were multiple protests around the state including a large protest at the capitol and bus drivers refusing to work so that instead they could provide transportation for protesters. The sequence involved 11 events covered in 10 news stories and an estimated 15,000 to 25,000 participants.

Other affirmative action protests received less newswire coverage including a campus protest in Texas in 1997 about a professor defending the previous year’s abolition of affirmative action, a three-day march in Louisiana in 1996 involving 5,000 to 7,000 people protesting the governor’s abolition of affirmative action in state employment, and several smaller protests in other places. There was only vague newswire coverage of protests in Michigan at the time of the 2003 Supreme Court case, although other sources suggest there were many protests about that case.

White supremacists. Episodes involving overt White supremacists accounted for nine percent of issue clusters, eight percent of events, and six percent of articles involving Black protest. These White supremacist groups were very small, and counter-protesters typically greatly outnumbered them. The protests often created situations where counter-protesters confronted police. In Toledo in 2005, for example, Nazis insisted on marching without a permit in a Black neighborhood. Despite refusing to issue a permit, police showed up to protect the Nazis and escort them through the Black neighborhood. Once Black people confronted the police, the Nazis went home, and it turned into a “Black riot” against the police. There was more coverage of White supremacists when they faced apparent violence or militancy by Black opponents. These stories follow a pattern of police minimizing the danger of White supremacists and exaggerating the threat of Black protesters reported in more recent research (Castle 2021; Mian 2020), as well as in research on the mid-1900s FBI (Cunningham 2003).

Most of these events received only one or two news mentions, but a few were more newsworthy. After a brutal and widely publicized hate crime in 1998 in the small town of Jasper, Texas, an announced standoff between a dozen KKK members and 30 Black nationalists including the New Black Panther Party turned into a media circus with hundreds of police, reporters, and bystanders. It was covered in nine articles. Six articles described a similar episode of confrontations between
the KKK and the NBPP in 2008 to 2009 around a case originally thought to be an intentional vehicular homicide in Paris, Texas.8

**Broader Alliances: Workers, Coalitions, Politics**

We cast a wide net and included events that had visible Black participants even if the issue was not Black-centered. We discuss these issues briefly because they point to how Black activists and organizations were involved in the full range of social issues.

**Workers.** Black unionists were important parts of the Civil Rights Movement between the 1930s and 1960s (Marable 2007; Nichter 2021). We included worker-centered and union events if they included racial discrimination as an issue, involved Black workers or workers in occupations that have a high proportion of Black workers, or involved support from Black organizations or Black activists. This included some borderline cases regarding their relevance for the Black movement, including a big UPS strike. Although nine percent of the specific issues we identified involved workers, worker issues were underrepresented in events, participants, and especially news coverage. The only specific issue that received an extensive news coverage (nine articles) was a five-day bus ride between Atlanta, Georgia, and Wilmington, Delaware, with rallies in cities along the way to protest discriminatory layoffs by Coca-Cola in 2000. Two articles described a 2000 Service Employees International Union (SEIU) strike by janitors in Los Angeles that was supported by Jesse Jackson and a follow-up SEIU campaign by security guards supported by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), which are described in Bloom (2011).

**Elections, candidates, and partisanship.** Consistent with other protest event researchers, we exclude ordinary political rallies during elections from our data, but we do capture protests relevant to political issues. Prior to 2008, the biggest political story relevant to the Black movement was the 2000 presidential election, which included complaints about Florida’s permanent disenfranchisement of people convicted of felonies and its having purged voter registration rolls of many Black people who were eligible voters. Among many other groups, Black activists and organizations protested throughout the process of litigation. We identified 17 articles about 21 events in this episode. Protests continued into the 2001 inauguration of George W. Bush, where we counted another four Black-relevant protest events covered by 13 articles. Struggles around voting rights, voting rules, and the electoral college have obviously persisted.

Other pre-Obama political events included Black participation in the anti-war protests at Bush’s second inauguration in 2005, in coalitions protesting various issues at the quadrennial presidential nominating conventions of both parties, and in smaller actions in the 1990s against specific political figures, including Newt Gingrich and Clarence Thomas, or in support of President Clinton.

Political events became more overtly racialized after the election of President Obama.9 There were several events around claims of racial stereotyping of him, including protests in February 2009 objecting to a political cartoon portraying Obama as a gorilla. Conservative commentators, including Rush Limbaugh and
Glenn Beck, called Obama’s policies racist, anti-White “reparations.” The newswires printed a few stories about whether racism animated the 2010 Tea Party protests. For the August 2010 anniversary of the March on Washington, Glenn Beck scheduled an anti-Obama rally at the Lincoln Memorial and continued his claims that Obama was racist. This rally provoked counter-protests and gained a great deal of news coverage. Two large rallies in reaction to Beck and in anticipation of the November election were held in October, each described in three newswire articles: the October 2 multiracial One Nation Rally by a coalition of 300 organizations that included NAACP and the October 30 rally for civility with predominantly White attendees called by humorists Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart.10

Coalitions. Black activists and organizations participated in events around a wide range of issues including events for and against gay rights, abortion, and other groups such as immigrants or Muslims. We classified the 2000 Million Moms March about gun control, previously discussed, as a coalition event. Another coalition event was the 1996 Stand for Children rally of about 200,000 people against the Clinton welfare reform bill organized by Miriam Edelman, a Black woman who was head of the Children’s Defense Fund (Franklin 2014). The religious 1997 Promise Keepers rally of at least 300,000 men had racial reconciliation as a major theme and many Black speakers, although reports said the crowd was overwhelmingly White. This rally was part of a broader engagement of Evangelical Christians with issues of racial reconciliation in the late 1990s (Kendi 2016).

Our newswire stories reported Black-led protests both for and against abortion, as well as Black participation in coalitional pro-and anti-abortion events, but did not discuss intersectional organizing around reproductive rights such as SisterSong, which was founded in this era (Luna 2009, 2016) or the Chicago Abortion Fund, which was transformed from a White-dominated to a Black-led organization in the 1990s and 2000s (Daniel and de Leon 2020). Similarly, although there was coverage of Black pro-gay and anti-gay protests, our newswire stories did not cover the growing importance of Black queer people and groups during this time (Fujino and Blake 2020; Ransby 2018).

We found many events relevant to immigrants and immigration but only coded those that mentioned Black participants or issues. In the 1990s, protesters advocated that Haitians specifically and other Black immigrants be treated more fairly, especially in contrast to Cubans. Most of the victims in the big New York police violence episodes of the 1990s were Black immigrants. There were huge protests by immigrants, especially Latinos, in 2006. Newswires covered both interethnic conflict between Blacks and Latinos and attempts to form alliances between Blacks and Latinos and call attention to Black immigrants. Eighteen news stories described 20 fights between Black and Hispanic incarcerated people in California, most in Los Angeles jails in late 2005 to early 2006. Latino organizations received permission from Black organizations to use the name “Immigrant Freedom Ride” for a campaign in which immigrant protesters rode buses from cities around the country to converge in Washington, DC, and then New York for pro-immigrant rallies. The Black Alliance for Just Immigration was founded in 2006. Zamora and Osuji (2014) discuss the difficulties immigrant rights activists had in reaching out to African Americans.
Other Black-Centered Issues

Another 100 specific issues (23 percent of the total) that were addressed in 229 events (17 percent of the total) and 187 articles (15 percent of the total) involved somewhere between 64,000 and 218,000 people (1.4 to 1.6 percent of total participants). Of these “other” issues, 70 percent were described in only one article, and only seven (seven percent) were described in more than four articles. To try to bring some order to this large residual category, we subdivided the issues into those that were campus-based, those that addressed a local place-based issue, those that addressed other Black issues, and those that involved conflicts within Black organizations. Table A2 in the online supplement provides some information about the subcategories within these categories.

Twelve articles covered eight events involving 1,200 to 2,400 people at Rutgers University in 1995 about the university president saying that Blacks are intellectually inferior—he said he meant the opposite—including a sit-in that disrupted a basketball game. Five articles discussed five events in the spring of 2001 in which Black students protested inadequate responses to their receiving death threats at Penn State. Other campus protests addressed ethnic studies, ethnicity-focused dorms, struggles for control over student government, and violence or threats against racial minority students. Although we classified it with “other” issues, Horowitz’s 2001 anti-reparations campaign (discussed above) could have been considered a campus issue.

The biggest “local” issue was post-hurricane New Orleans. Six articles discussed six events in late 2005 and early 2006 about whether residents displaced by the hurricane would be allowed to vote in local elections in 2006, and seven articles discussed four events in 2006 to 2008 about concerns that redevelopment was failing to rebuild Black housing and was making the city whiter. Several scholars have written about the reactions of Black people to the disastrous response to Hurricane Katrina and subsequent organizing efforts in New Orleans (Brand 2018; Camp 2009, 2016; Harris-Perry 2011; Johnson et al. 2010; Woods 2017). Ten clusters addressed issues of community violence in various cities, nine addressed local school issues, nine addressed economic issues such as poverty or the treatment of homeless people or business development, and 12 were “other” local.

Ten articles covered eight protests against Sudan for atrocities in Darfur between 2004 and 2009, including Black Congresspeople protesting at the Sudanese embassy and several large rallies with total participation estimated to be between 10,000 and 40,000 people. Seven articles discussed planned protests at 25 television stations in 1996 about the lack of Black Oscar nominees. Other issues included charges of discrimination against consumers, media bias, and discriminatory speech and symbols.

Overall, the newswires occasionally reported events representing the wide diversity of Black collective action while not covering other similar events recorded in qualitative sources, including protests about police violence in the St. Louis area (Rogers 2015), the successful campaign against a Shintech plant in Convent, Louisiana (Hines 2001), and unsuccessful campaigns in Sumter County, Alabama (Hines 2007) and Mossville, Louisiana (Hines 2015). The obvious implication is that
there are many local struggles that are covered in neither the national newswires nor the academic case study literature.

Discussion

This article is unapologetically descriptive. We provide a panoramic view of Black protest from 1994 to 2010 as it appeared in mainstream (White) newswires and put it into dialogue with qualitative accounts. However, our descriptions do have theoretical implications. We see three crucial stylized facts (Hirschman 2016) to be theorized. First, there is continuity in issues addressed by Black movement activists between the 1990s and the 2020s. Except for the Million Man March and related events, most issue categories addressed by protesters and activists in the 1990s and the 2000s remain the focus of activists in the 2020s. Second, there have long been multiple strands of Black political ideology that have varied in their relative popularity among Black people over time and many different issues Black activists have addressed. It is a mistake to focus on only one issue arena or ideological tendency when studying Black collective action. Third, there was no scale shift in the level of protest in the 1990s and 2000s as there was in 2014 to 2016 and again in 2020.

Although we are not prepared to offer a theory of the Black movement to explain these stylized facts, we believe much of the data is broadly consistent with many of the tenets of critical race theory (D. Bell 1995; Bracey 2015, 2016; V. Ray et al. 2017; Watkins Liu 2018). Black attempts to increase Black political power or economic well-being, including goals such as increased education, better housing, and access to jobs, have been met with wide-ranging forms of resistance, both violent and institutional, by the dominant White majority. Writing in the wake of the failure to convict the police who beat Rodney King despite video evidence, Derrick Bell called for “racial realism” that would abandon actions based on the hope of equality and instead find meaning in survival and resistance (D. Bell 1992). Scholars of the period say, and our data confirm, that the racial realism of this era led to Black energy and mobilization.

Struggles over policing are persistent. Policing maintains racial segregation and suppresses Black “disorder.” In many ways, police act as an occupying army toward Black Americans, treating them as a hostile population who must be suppressed to protect the (White) nation. The politically motivated “drug war” of the 1980s and 1990s targeted Black communities, spinning off racially biased patterns of mass incarceration and stop-and-frisk policing that put more Black people at risk of harm from over-aggressive social control. Periodically, these fundamental issues burst into mainstream (White) news and then fade away as the issue attention cycle moves on. Just as in the most recent protest waves, police violence and discrimination in the legal system were major issues in the 1990s and 2000s. The cases of Rodney King, Abner Louima, Amadou Diallo, Timothy Thomas, Sean Bell, and Oscar Grant all attracted extensive media coverage and provoked widespread mainstream discussions about race and policing. Many more cases sparked local protests but did not become major national media stories. Both the persistence of struggles about policing and mainstream news sources’ disproportionate coverage
of them are consistent with a critical race view that treats coercive control of Black people as a core feature of the United States. Other evidence of mainstream media preoccupation with Black people as threats to White security were the major stories about the Freddy’s arson-murder and the responses to the Million Youth March in New York, as well as other stories highlighting the perceived dangerousness of the New Black Panther Party and issues of disorder at Black spring break festivals.

A broad critical race perspective is also consistent with the longstanding struggle over racialized national identity embodied in the conflicts over Confederate symbols versus memorializing Black struggles including slavery and the CRM. Black activists in the 1990s proactively sought to remove symbols of White domination that had been placed as acts of White resistance to the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s. There were few victories at the time. The Confederate flag was finally removed from the South Carolina capitol in 2015 after a horrific mass murder. Some Confederate statues have been officially removed or toppled via mass direct action since 2014. In 2019, the New York Times published Nikole Hannah-Jones’s The 1619 Project, a Black-centric narrative about the founding of the nation. In response, some White activists have redoubled their efforts to reclaim a White supremacist narrative of national unity (R. Ray and Gibbons 2021). Similarly, campaigns for reparations for slavery were advanced in the 1990s through 2001 and have been reinvigorated recently, each time being met by resistance and diversion. The story of active White resistance to redress for the past via affirmative action has been told by others, and our data show only defensive reactive protests attempting to stop the dismantling of affirmative action. While the dismantling continued, news stories about active attempts to defend affirmative action declined. Also showing continuity with the present were the smattering of KKK and neo-Nazi events that revealed their ongoing presence in the 1990s and 2000s (Berbrier 1998a, 1998b, 2000, 2002; Dobratz and Shanks-Meile 1997; Simi and Futrell 2020). Among these we often saw the police defending White supremacists against counter-protesters, a phenomenon that has become even more marked in the current era.

Our data also show Black activists working on a wide variety of issues, most of them ongoing areas of contention. Many of these were local or single-issue campaigns addressing discrimination in some institutional sphere, including complaints about campus racism, job discrimination, or treatment of indigent people. Some sought to reduce intracommunity violence or defend local schools from budget cuts. Many were in concert with groups organized around other axes of domination or interest, including labor unions, political groups, and coalitions. Black activism has always addressed a broad agenda involving many issues, and Black activists have often made common cause with other groups. Black unionists were important actors in the Civil Rights era, and Black activists in our data are visible in supporting both actions specifically about racial discrimination by employers and broader union organizing campaigns or strikes. Like non-Black Americans, Black people showed up on both sides of the 1990s and 2000s struggles over abortion laws, gay rights, and immigration, although mainstream Black Civil Rights organizations and activists generally were for legal abortion, gay rights, and immigrant rights. Black people protested the debacle of the 2000 election and associated racial bias in voting rules and conducted less-covered voter registration drives. Across nearly all these
issues, there is still ongoing contention and no final outcomes. Repeatedly, Black activists have sought proactive ground to advance the living conditions for Black and other people, but this rarely becomes a story in the mass media. The Movement for Black Lives in 2016 published an agenda that sought to go beyond policing issues to the broader economic, political, gender, and social structures that affect Black people especially but also other working-class people and other marginalized groups. It received little mainstream news attention.

The major story from the 1990s that does not seem to have carried over to the 2020s or even the 2000s is the rise in Black nationalism reflected in the Million Man March and the mobilizations associated with it. Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam are still around and active and important actors in many Black communities, but they are rarely part of the contemporary national mainstream (White) media conversations. Even in the 1990s, the rise of Black nationalism did not make much of an impression in the newswires beyond coverage of the March itself, although academics commented on it at the time. Did Black cultural nationalism truly decline, or is it just invisible to the White gaze? It appears that the election of Barack Obama at least initially inspired an optimism among Black Americans that Obama’s own rhetoric cast in assimilationist terms. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor (2016) argues that disillusionment with Obama in his second term was one of the factors inspiring the mobilization that led to the Black Lives Matter protest wave. Even in the 1990s, the newswires told us nothing about ongoing threads of Black Power politics (Fujino and Harmachis 2020) or other Black radicals in the Marxian tradition, but there are clear threads of influence of these in the Black Lives Matter movement (Ransby 2018; K.-Y. Taylor 2016). Is there a resurgence of Black nationalism in the resurgence of Black Power ideologies? Are there continuities in these strands of Black politics? Religious groups, both Christian and Muslim, seem less prominent in recent Black movement politics. Have they been replaced by new forms of community?

The Black movement was in abeyance in the 1990s, but it was not demobilized. There was obvious energy and enthusiasm in the wake of the Million Man March and proactive efforts on several fronts. The data show a burst of mobilization around a wide range of issues peaking in 2000 and 2001. These U.S. mobilizations coincided with global mobilizations around racism and slavery reparations. We will never know whether 9/11 cut off a rising protest wave that could have grown to scale shift. Protests rose again in the late 2000s after Hurricane Katrina and in the context of major protest mobilizations by Latinos around immigration policies. The big New York mobilizations around the killing of Sean Bell in 2006 and 2008 followed the template laid down in the 1990s. The 2007 Jena 6 mobilization was orchestrated online by ColorOfChange.org, presaging the Internet organizing era. The “riots” in Oakland in 2009 and 2010 around the police killing of Oscar Grant followed the first widely publicized case of a police killing recorded by a cellphone camera. Glenn Beck’s 2010 anti-Obama rally at the Lincoln Memorial on the anniversary of the March on Washington was part of the larger rhetorical effort to frame Black people and anything that benefits Black people (even if it also benefits Whites) as racist and anti-White. All of these seem like the obvious precursors to the politics and movements of the 2010s and later.
Although there is continuity in the issues and some actors leading Black protests since the 1990s, the Black Lives Movement did mark important changes in movement leadership and movement organizations. The Movement for Black Lives is ideologically grounded in Black radical traditions and intersectional analyses that highlight a Black, queer, and feminist lens. Most notable in the 2014-to-2016 protest wave was the high visibility of Black women, especially queer Black women, and the lack of centralized leadership. Organizers Patrisse Cullors, Alicia Garza, and Opal Tometi are most often mentioned for coining the Twitter hashtag #BlackLivesMatter that became the name of the movement after November 2014 (Freelon, McIlwain, and Clark 2016; R. Ray et al. 2017; R. Ray, Brown, and Laybourn 2017) and of the organization they founded. Less frequently mentioned in mainstream accounts are DeRay Mckesson and Johnetta “Netta” Elzie, who were prominent for tweeting from Ferguson using the hashtag #Ferguson in the early months after the killing of Michael Brown, or Charlene Carruthers, who founded BYP100, another major BLM organization, on the day of the 2013 Zimmerman verdict. BYP100 was founded at a convention of the Black Youth Project, which in turn had been created in 2004 by Cathy Cohen. Black Lives Matter Global Network, BYP100, and many organizations formed the broader umbrella organization Movement for Black Lives (M4BL). None of these activists and organizations arose ex nihilo, however; they came from community organizing and leadership development projects that had been going on for years (Oliver 2020; Ransby 2018; Rogers 2015; K.-Y. Taylor 2016; Weddington 2018). The protests built on the ongoing local movement centers (Morris 1984) present in most cities. They had been preceded by the Million Hoodies protests in 2012 around the killing of Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman (Ehrlich 2013). Much of their ideology can be seen as building on work begun by Black women and men, both queer and straight, in the late 1990s by INCITE!, Critical Resistance, and the Black Radical Congress. These M4BL activists kept working and forming alliances and provided organizational underpinnings of the 2020 protests after the police murder of George Floyd.

Our research cannot address the question of why there was a scale shift in protests in 2015 to 2016 and 2020 but not in the late 20th century. Why did the “big” cases of the 1990s and 2000s fail to provoke a scale shift, despite extensive mobilization and the national media attention paid to them? Protests in the earlier decades attracted fewer White allies. There were some calls for national hearings and nationwide protests about police violence and discrimination in general in the wake of the New York mobilization around the Diallo case, as well as the studies of racial profiling on the New Jersey turnpike, which never took off. There was a short-term spate of spin-off protests and “riots” after the 1992 not guilty verdict for the police who beat Rodney King. There was no similar pattern of diffusing protests or riots around the Cincinnati 2001 or Oakland 2009-to-2010 events, despite media attention to them. Why not? Some of the answers must lie in the structures of the news media, and others in the broader political context. Are there other factors affecting Black mobilization at different times? Or factors that affect the attention of Whites and their willingness to join protests?

Most American school children are taught the myth that the Civil Rights Movement started when a tired, old, and apolitical Rosa Parks was the first person to
refuse to give up her seat on a segregated bus and ended when Dr. King explained to everybody that they should ignore the color of people’s skin. The myth ignores Rosa Parks’s own history as an NAACP activist and organizer, the broader movement and resistance that existed before and after that moment, the diversity of organizations and ideologies in the 1960s, and the violence of the struggle. Many writers, including even some academics, have deployed a new myth that the protests of 2014 to 2016 were started by a hashtag and treat Black Lives Matter protests as entirely new and disconnected from the past. Some writers about the 2020 protests after the murder of George Floyd seemed to not even remember 2014 to 2016. Many popular accounts of anti-police protests seem confused about why Confederate statues were toppled as part of those protests; few mention the broader proactive agendas advanced by the Movement for Black Lives. Almost nobody mentions events from the end of the 20th century.

New Black leaders, tactics, slogans, and organizations arise in each new generation, even as they are continuous with and draw on the movements of the past. The Black movement is much broader, more diverse, and more grounded in specific communities than the impression provided in mainstream media or studies solely using Twitter data. The Black Lives Movement arose from decades of struggle after the Civil Rights Movement when the legitimacy of Black issues was undermined by colorblind racism and Black leaders’ attempts to shift the scale of protest and gain proactive purchase were largely thwarted. Organizations building on the momentum of the 1990s and founded around ideas of intersectionality, racial realism, and prison abolitionism and mobilizations of the late 2000s fed into the renewed movement energy of the 2010s and after. Attending to the Black movement at the turn of the millennium strengthens understanding of the present as well as of the past.

Notes

1 Black Lives Matter is a Twitter hashtag that caught on as a movement slogan and the name of an organization, Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation, founded by three activists, Patrisse Cullors, Alicia Garza, and Opal Tometi. The broader movement included many other organizations and activists. We use the phrase Black Lives Movement to encompass this larger movement.

2 We capitalize White as well as Black partly for consistency; all other “race names” are capitalized, including the synonyms European American and Caucasian, African American and Negro. White people are a collective identity group in the context of this article. We recognize that some scholars capitalize Black but not White for theoretical or political reasons. We do not capitalize in contexts where the reference is merely to physical appearance. We use Black and African American interchangeably in this article.


4 These are (1) the aggregate event of four days of rioting in Cincinnati in 2001; (2) the Million Man March in 1995; (3) the big rally in Jena, Louisiana, in 2007; and (4) the 2000 tourism boycott of South Carolina.
5 The monthly number of articles roughly tracks the number of events (the correlation is high but not perfect: $r = 0.80, r^2 = 0.64$), whereas the correlation between the number of participants per month and the number of articles per month is low ($r = 0.27, r^2 = 0.07$).

6 Because some articles mention multiple issue clusters, sums of articles mentioning issues do not equal the total number of articles. Of the 1,210 articles, 138 (12 percent) mentioned more than one specific issue cluster; 51 (four percent) mentioned clusters that are in different issue groups.

7 Rosa Parks was 81 in 1994 when these data begin and died in October 2005. She spoke at the Million Man and Million Women marches and was awarded a medal in 1999. Most mentions are of events around her funeral and the 50th anniversary of the Montgomery Bus Boycott a few weeks later. In other cases, she is cited as a symbol, not as a person present at the event. Coretta Scott King died a few months after Parks, in January 2006. She issued statements around a number of issues, was often mentioned in articles about memorials of Dr. King, and was mentioned in events that occurred shortly after her death.

8 Later investigations and testimony suggested that the man had been accidentally run over by his drunken companions rather than intentionally killed.

9 Our data include the rally in Chicago the night Obama was elected as an event, because newswire stories emphasized the reactions of Black Civil Rights leaders, but we did not record other election-night celebrations. We did not record Obama’s inauguration or associated events but did record two small events about people organizing to attend or celebrate the inauguration.

10 The One Nation Rally was widely covered in the Black newspapers, which we are still in the process of coding as an extension to the current project, whereas the Colbert and Stewart rally does not seem to have been of much interest to Black news sources.
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